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Introduction

If writing tools were teachers, your word processor would be

the one who admonishes you to color within the lines and

always use green for grass. Scrivener would be the cool teacher

who encourages you to draw your own picture and praises your

purple sun.

Don’t get me wrong: Word processors have their place. But

although they provide the tools to make your manuscript look

pretty, they force you to write in a linear fashion that just

doesn’t match the way many writers work.

Scrivener, on the other hand, is so flexible, it could teach yoga.

The program bends over backwards to accommodate your

writing needs. Want to write the ending first? Go for it! Want to

look only at scenes from one character or storyline? No

problem.

Scrivener’s flexibility makes it powerful — but sometimes a bit

overwhelming, which is where this book comes in. In these

pages, you can figure out many of Scrivener’s jaw-dropping

moves so that, before long, you too can bend like a pretzel in

pursuit of writerly nirvana.

Conventions Used in This

Book

This book is not a philosophical work on the theory and value

of writing software. In my house, that kind of book would be a

doorstop.



No, this book is a hands-on, get-to-work teacher on the page. So,

to try out any of the actions described, you have to get your

hands on the keyboard and mouse (or trackpad).

With that in mind, you need to have a few skills:

 Clicking: You need to know how to click, double-click,

and right-click with your mouse or trackpad. Right-

clicking opens up a whole new world of contextual

menus that apply to whatever you’re working on. Also

called a secondary click, you can Control-click on the

Mac if your mouse isn’t set up to right-click.

 Drag and drop: You’ll be dragging things around a lot in

this book — but I promise nothing heavy. Dragging is

accomplished by clicking an object and holding the

mouse button down while moving the pointer on the

screen. You drop by letting go of the mouse button.

Don’t know how to drag with a trackpad? While hovering

the pointer over the selected items, click the trackpad

and hold it down while using another finger to drag the

items where you want them to go. (I usually click with

my thumb and drag with my index finger, but use

whatever feels comfortable to you.)

To make reading easier, you’ll see some of the following

conventions used throughout the book:

 A keyboard shortcut is represented like this: ⌘+V. This

text means that you press and hold the ⌘ key and type

the letter V, then release both keys.

Some keyboard shortcuts are combinations of more than

two keys, such as Shift+⌘+S. For this one, press and

hold Shift and ⌘, and then type the letter S. Then release

all three keys.



 Menu commands are written like Project⇒New Text,

which tells you to click Project to open the Project menu

and choose New Text from that menu.

 Web addresses appear like www.literatureandlatte.com.

 When I want to show you a message or text that appears

in the editing portion of Scrivener, it looks like this: Bob
didn’t know what to do next. Should he buy a gun or a

beer?

 When I’m directing you to type specific text, it appears in

bold. For example, I might tell you to type Bob didn’t

know what to do next.

Windows users, have no fear. Although Scrivener was originally

created for the Mac — and at this time, the Mac version is still

the most advanced — much of this book still applies to the

Windows version, too.

For more on the key differences between Scrivener for Mac and

Scrivener for Windows, check out Chapter 1.

What You’re Not to Read

Unless you really, really want to, you don’t have to read this

book from cover to cover. Each section and chapter is designed

as a freestanding module so that you can dip in anywhere and

get right to work.

Foolish Assumptions
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